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HISTORY IN THE MAKING
Human trafficking is a billion dollar
industry. Not for long, if Solamy Mam
can help it.

MEET THE

HIGHlANDER CREW
More smiling faces than we can handle.

See Page 2

All TRIPPED UP
There's good and bad news for
Men's soccer, but believe us, the
future looks bright.

See Pages 4-5
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Trick-or-treaters go wild on campus

Children of all ages enjoyed the Halloween festivities sponsored by the University. Cookie decorating (above) was a favorite stop for the little ones.

Independent journalist reports beyond "the green zone," tells truth of Iraq war
icized large newspapers like The New
York Times and The Washington Post
for selling "propaganda disguised as
It is November 24, 2003, barely journalism."
"I was shocked, outraged," said
eight months since the United .States
Jamail
of the false facts being fed to
declared war on Iraq. You are a jourthe
American
public. "That's why I
nalist, on a mission to find answers, to
decided
to
go
to
Iraq."
reveal the truth behind "Occupation
Jamail,
who
is
of Lebanese heritage,
Iraqi Freedom." As you tread the warstricken grounds for the first time, was working as a mountain guide in
sights of death and destruction not Alaska early in 2003, when "the drumcaptured by Western media trouble beat of war in Iraq destroyed his
you. Within 72 hours, stories of tor- peace," explains the "Americans Who
ture-electrocution and suffocation- Tell the Truth" website. "He bought a
quickly accumulate as you interview laptop computer, a digital camera, and
doctors and civilians. This is what a plane ticket," in hopes of exposing
Dahr Jamail, an independent reporter, the truth, the site adds.
Jamail spent eight months in Iraq
recalled last Thursday night, Nov. 2, of
between
Nov. 2003 through Feb.
his first visit to Iraq.
2005,
documenting
his experience
Working as an unembeddedjoumalthrough
photos,
interviews,
and an
ist, Jamail wanted to unveil what U.S.
online
website
which
he
created,
media outlets were not telling. He crit-

Maricor Coquia
Editor-in-Chief

www.dahrjamailiraq.com. In 2007,
Jamail published Beyond the Green
an
Zone,
Dispatches
From
Unembedded Journalist in Occupied
Iraq, as a culmination of his investigative reporting.
"I felt that I had blood on my hands
because the government had been left
unchecked," wrote Jamail in the book's
introduction. "My going to Iraq was an
act of desperation ...There were stories
there that begged to be heard and told
again."
On Thursday, Jamail recounted the
true extent of "collateral damage"
unacknowledged by embedded journalists. He also exemplified c1ear discrepancies in military and American
accounts of attacks overseas.
One example Jamail told was of a
guerilla attack on a U.S. patrol squad
in Samarra, Iraq. Initial U.S. media

reported 48 Iraqi insurgents killed,
only to be bumped up to 54 the next
day.
"The media reported this change
without question," Jamail said.
After hearing about the incident,
Jamail went to investigate. He visited
Samarra General Hospital to look for
the supposed 54 dead Fedaiin. Instead,
doctors showed Jamail eight civilian
bodies, some of them Iranian pilgrims.
The doctors told him what had really
happened.
"It was a small group of fighters who
launched an attack on a U.S. truck. The
fighters quickly ran away, as they usually do. But in response, the U.S. shot
up everything in sight," said Jamail.
"When I went down to the scene,
there were a lot of shot up cars, build-

See Jamail on Page 2
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J amail from previous page
ings. I talked to local residents; they
were angry," he explained , noting
that reporters of larger new firms had
already interviewed the civilians.
"They only regurgitated the U.S.' side
of the story."
Jamail continued to point out disparities in news coverage, as with the
April 2004 siege of Fallujah.
"In the media, the entire city was
called 'Saddam loyalists:' This entirely
ignored the city's religious leaders who
continued to denounce the [Iraqi
guerilla] attacks."
"I heard horrific stories of high
causalities, sniping, cluster bombs ..."
added Jamail. "736 died during that
siege, 60 percent of them civilians."
Towards the end of his presentation,
Jamail shifted his focus. "How about
the U.S?" he asked, "What is the mental state of our soldiers? At least 30
percent are affected by PTSD." (PTSD
is formally known as post-traumatic
stress disorder.)
"This has also been the bloodiest
war for journalists," Jamail added. At
least 120-130 documented journalists
have been killed since the war's beginning.
During the question and answer
portion, Jarnail encouraged the audience to "organize locally" and to sup-

Photo by Graham Hunt
Independent reporter Dahr Jamail signed
copies of his book after his presentation
Nov. 1.

port groups like "Iraq Veterans
Against the War," who can be visited at
NAW.org. He also added that citizens
should try to remain informed and discerning.
"Find alternative sources," he said.
"Be wary of 'facts' that can bleed into
our media, posing as a news story
when it's really advertisement for the
war."
In the end, Jarnail was greeted with

a strong applause.
"I thought he was fantastic. He was
very informative," said Dr. Lisa Garza,
associate professor of Sociology. "His
focus on the struggle of civilians and
children really shows our responsibility as citizens to know what's really
happening with the occupation."
"I think student leaders here on
campus have a pivotal roie in being
able to inform others, a responsibility
to enact civic engagement," said T.J.
Bowen, graduate student in nonprofit
management. "It's really about
respecting all individuals, about appreciating the tangible."
Many enjoyed Jamail's presentation
in addition to attendees of the Regis
community.
"I was impressed with his courage
and ability to express himself," said a
woman from Boulder, who asked to
remain anonymous. "He was right on."
"I believe he's speaking the truth,"
said Richard Andrews, also from
Boulder. "I've been following Dahr
even before the book came out. I came
out tonight to honor him."
The event was sponsored by Argus
Fest, a Denver based organization in
support of human rights and KGNU
community radio station, in conjunction with the university's Sociology
department.

Human rights activist Somaly Mam
has seen the horrors of the sex slave
trade industry. She knows them well.
"People laugh about prostitution
being the oldest job in the world, but
I've seen so many awful things," she
says.
While a young girl living in post-war
Cambodia, Mam was sold to a brothel
several times and forced into prostitution by her grandfather. As a child
prostitute, she was abused, tortured,
raped, and even witness to the murder
of her best friend.
But Mam was not alone. In the
southeast Asian sex slave industry,
one million young girls generate $12
billion in annual revenue. Some of
these girls are as young as five years
old.
Mam, now 37, escaped her seemingly endless nightmare and vowed to
someday put an end to the monstrosities of her childhood. Today, she is an
internationally recognized author and
icon in the fight against human trafficking.
Mam (pronounced mom) will make
an exclusive appearance at the St. John
Francis Regis Chapel on Nov. 9 to
share her story and promote her new
foundation. However, she will spend
the majority of her U.S. visit in New
York City, where she will advocate her
cause to the United Nations.
Nicholas Lumpp and Jared
Greenberg, both graduates of the Air
Force Academy, will accompany Mam
in New York. The two became unlikely
yet crucial partners to Mam just within
the last six months. Their involvement
began last year over a plate of sushi,
where the pair discussed their astonishment over how little had been done
about the horrors of sex slavery.
Talk led to action. In the summer of
2007, the two bought tickets and flew
to Cambodia to confront human traf-

ficking head on.
"The name Somaly Mam meant
nothing to us until a week before we
had plane tickets to visit her in
Cambodia. A short clip on Anderson
Cooper 360 on YouTube intrigued us
enough to learn more and eventually
contact her," Lumpp wrote on
yourhub.com. "...That name began to
take shape as a representation of
remarkable courage and leadership,
much as I had envisioned Abraham
Lincoln and Martin Luther King Jr."
They listened to horrific firsthand
accounts of girls whom Mam had
saved. Even in the wake of tragedy, the
girls showed promise of hope.
"While I was in Cambodia, I met
many of the girls and talked to them,"
Lumpp said, "I even asked them, 'what
do you want to do in the future?'
... They said they wanted higher education- they wanted to be like Somaly."
After returning from Cambodia,
Greenberg and Lumpp understood
Mam's vision and wanted to help fund
her effort. The need for help was great,
but resources were scarce.

"To be able to make things
happen, to be a reality for
those girls, for victims all
over the world, it makes me
want to get up in the morning," Lumpp said.
Then came along the Somaly Mam
Foundation, an American organization
started by Greenberg and Lumpp, that
will fund the fight against human trafficking. Within the next year, they
hope to raise over $1 million, Lumpp
said.
With Mam as its spokesperson, the
foundation will debut Nov. 7 to the
United Nations in New York City.
Mam will also premiere a new film
about human trafficking called Holly.
"It's a great honor for me to be work-
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back, coming to Lowell campus
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ing with such an amazing activist like
Somaly Mam, her story is absolutely
incredible," Lumpp said. " ... (Human
trafficking) is such a huge industry and
it affects so many lives that it's surprising to me how little has been done, and
how little awareness there is in the U.S.
on the topic."
Within student circles, there has
always been activism toward the injustices of war, famine, and povertythough a general awareness of sex
slavery has been low. Allison O'Leary,
a junior english major and women's
issues advocate, believes that Mam will
bring a face to the human trafficking
issue for many students when she
comes to campus.
"Being a Jesuit school, a lot of students that go here hopefully pride
themselves on getting a well-rounded
education which includes social justice
and doing a part to help people around
the world," O'Leary said. "You learn
that in your classes, but it's hard to put
into action. I think that by having people like Somaly come to campus ...we'll
know we can do something. The more
people know, the more help can be
brought to those who need it."
In the classroom, Dr. Randy Lumpp,
professor of Religious Studies and also
Nicholas Lumpp's father, connected
Mam's mission to his senior seminar.
The class is called "Community
Learning Practicum."
"Awareness is growing rapidly
because once you do become aware of
it, it sort of hits you between the eyes,"
Dr. Lumpp said. "Our namesake, St.
John Francis Regis, did very similar
work. .. young women without support
were hijacked into prostitution and he
spent time trying to get them freed up
and doing other more productive
work."
The seminar of ten seniors banded
together to plan "Courage on Campus

See Somaly on Page 3
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My _uncle's big fat Kharouf wedding
Jacqueline Kharouf
Opinions Editor
Traveling makes me nostalgic.
Whenever I visit the places where I
grew up or remember journeys with
my family, it reminds me of my childhood. But traveling is also a metaphor
for returning to a time and place I can
never actually relive. I often equate
traveling, of which I did quite a bit for
the first ten years of my life (and fairly
regularly these other 11), with returning to the past-obviously the past as I
knew it, but also the past as I didn't
know it. Traveling invokes a strange
kind of nostalgia for a time in which I
didn't even exist . It reminds me that
my parents too were once young and in
college. They did homework, lived off
peanut butter and jelly sandwiches,
struggled through tough times, and
had (and still have) parents of their
own.
And so it was with this strange nostalgia that I t raveled this weekend to
Milwaukee, which is not only the home
of various beer breweries and Usinger
sausage, but the Kharouf clan and a
history that extends as far away as
Israel and as close as the leafy bike
paths near Marquette University.
My uncle Paul, my father's brother
(he is younger than my dad John by
one year), got married (for the first
time !) this past Saturday and so, with
that happy ceremony, we all got
t ogether and had the biggest
party... ever.
289 people came to the reception.
They filled a hall roughly the length of
a soccer field, seated around 31, tenfoot diameter round tables. They
ordered drinks from an open bar, that
stayed open all night, they ate food,
family style, with the choice of chicken,
prime rib, and/ or fish, they had the
choice of at least four different types of
wedding cake (carrot cake, lemon cake
with chocolate filling, white cake with
raspberry filling, chocolate cake with
cheesecake) or the best baklava you
could ever h ave (known only by my
family as Shatila), and they danced, to
a ten piece band (the tenth piece was
the tambourine), until they couldn't
dance anymore. All the age groups
were represented: everyone from one
month year olds to a 92 year old (my
great-great aunt Nahil who is so small

Somaly from previous page
Day" on Nov. 9 to engage students in
the grim reality of human trafficking.
They will also collect clothing and
monetary donations throughout the
week.
"(Nick) asked for some assistance
with starting a mechanism of promoting awareness of Somaly Mam and the
Somaly Mam Foundation and the
human trafficking issue on college
campuses," said Zach Garthe, a senior
in Dr. Lumpp's class.
"... Our group thought that it would
be more effective for us to set up an
event that could be reproduced rather
than a club that could be reproduced.
The event could eventually lead to a
club- but starting out- we wanted
something small."
The University as a whole has also
dedicated itself to Mam's cause. Over
seven different departments have been
listed as sponsors for the Nov. 9 presentation.
Hundreds of tickets have already
been dstributed, but there are still
more seats left before the Chapel is
booked capacity. The Office of Public
Affairs is responsible for tracking and

her head is barely visible above the
dinner table when she sits).
And as I found myself dancing with
my mother's mom (my Italian Nana)
and my great aunt Hollah (who has
had fou r husbands and as many
divorces), I realized that weddings, or
any kind of major family event, is like
viewing a mini slice of the world. Each
of us in that room, whether dancing,
sitting, drinking, or (as my brother was
doing) flirting, is a component individual in a larger and interwoven realm of
human life, past, present, and future.
We comprise not only a moment in
history, but moments that have happened and moments that will eventually take place. Will my children (if I
ever have any... another subject I'll save
for later) be dancing at their own wedding, remembering their crazy great
uncle Paul? Willlshrinkinheightand
live to be 92, seated at my great grand
daughter's wedding?
We are all traveling in small circles.
Some are more clear and obvious than
others-actual travel, for instance, or
dancing in an actual circle with my relatives- and others have yet to reach
any kind of conclusion-a new m arriage, the birth of a new life, the death
of an old one.
And I describe our movement
through life as a circular one because
although we are traveling forward into
the future, we are also returning back
to a time when we will not exist and
have not existed. Eventually, we too
will be in the past.
We move in circles (plural) because
as we travel our individual paths, we
touch others and travel, even for b rief
moments, with them in their own
paths. We ripple each other like slow
rain in a deep, murky pond. There is a
mystery in the water (how deep does it
really go?) and although we may never
underst and, it doesn 't cease to intrigue
us. The past is as deep and endless as
the future. How ever w~ travel through
one and into the other, we shouldn't
forget the people who have come
before us. Maybe that is why traveling
makes me nostalgic; it reminds me
that the place where I've come from is
just as important as where I have
arrived and although I will return to
where I've started, I am not nearly the
same person I was when I left.

promoting attendance for the presentation.
"SASSY 107.1FM wanted to participate somehow- they were interested
in giving away tickets as a promotion
and in adding Somaly Mam to their
women's speaker series," said
Marycate Lumpp, director of Public
Affairs. "We've gotten a lot of support
from them."
For many, the fight against sex slave
trade seems daunting, and with so
many lives at stake, stressful too.
Outside of their work with Mam,
Nicholas Lumpp and Greenberg still
report to full time jobs- but to them,
the challenge is worth its pressures.
Lumpp recalls the hopes and aspirations of the young girls he interviewed
in Cambodia.
"To be able to make things happen,
to be a reality for those girls, for victims all over the world, it makes me
want to get up in the morning."

"The Road of List Innocence: The
Fight Against the Sex Slave Trade
with Somaly Mam" is free, but donations are welcome. Tickets required.
Call the Office ofPublicA.ffairs at 303458-3544 to reserve tickets.
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It's that time of year agam ...and no; I don't mean Christmas. Get

those forms signed, wake at the crack of dawn, and sit (in your
pajamas) on the fourth floor of Main Hall: it's Ref:!1stration! It's
almost like a real holiday, except that instead of cake, you're sen·ed
a nice slice of anxiety.
- Blando

BUSlneSS
·
· f
m aJOf aces Registrar devises
gradt1at1·on cr1·s1·s
George Haiti
Avocado Writer
As Michelle White, a senior
Marketing and Accounting major with
an emphasis in Finance, gazed at the
registration form for her final semester at Regis, she was faced ·with an
imminent existential crisis.
"Why?" cried White in tears, "Why
didn't I become an English major? rn
never make a decent living now! I
should have listened to my parents!''
During her freshman year, White
was, like most freshmen, indecisive
about her future. In a tearful interview, she confessed, "I don't ask for
much. All I ever wanted was to one
day be able to afford a new Prius, private tennis lessons, a country club
membership, and the best husband
and kids that money can buy, but
now, with my advanced business education and hours of corporate internship experience, I will die in poverty."
White's father, Alexander J.P.
Morgan White III, double-majored in
English and Philosophy as an undergraduate, and now makes an impressive six-figure salary. "I always wanted what was best for my little girl," he
said, "and I made that clear to her by
cutting her off financially and not
inviting her home for Christmas when
she
first
signed
up
for
Macroeconomics. Our first concern
must always be the consistent purchase of brand-new ski equipment
every year from North Face. Every
year. No exceptions. I will not have
my only daughter wasting her precious time on something she enjoys."
Michelle reportedly defied her
father as she strolled with him into
the Marketing aisle of the bookstore,
passionately proclaiming her right as
an adult to make her own decisions.
"How wrong I was!" she told the interviewer in sobs, "I thought I was an
adult, but now I realize that I am just
a little girl. A little girl who wants lots
and lots of money.''
Now that she.will be graduating, her
mother will no longer secretly send
her money, and she must now find a
job in the dismal marketing and
accounting fields, most likely to no
avail. White concluded the interview
by wailing that she will never be
happy ,vithout $1000-apiece spinning
rims on her car's hubcaps or a heated
swimming pool, and advised the rest
of the student body to learn from her
mistakes.

ways to expedite
class registration
Josephine Medina
Avocado Writer
With students struggling to obtain
those pesky signatures, waiting in line
to register for classes which have
already closed, or figuring out
whether they want to major in
Spanish or Business, the Regis
University registrar is taking measures to improve undergraduate registration.
The measures, which include standing in line with circus performers,
GPS locating devices for professoi:s
(which have a 50 percent margin of
error), and magic eight balls that
actually predict the futnre, are
designed to alleviate many of the
stresses which surround these
November weeks ofregistration.
Kelli Paulson, a freshman, finds the
new devices innovative and fun,
"When I :rolled out of bed this morning at 7=30 for registration," she said
yawning, "I expected to.sit, bored out' ·
of my mind for three hours, waiting to
register, but the trapeze artists
changed all that."
Trapeze artists, s,vinging across the
enormous ceilings of the fourth floor
of Main Hall, as well as jugglers, firebreathers, and sword swallowers, ,vill
be intermingling with sleepy underclassmen to relieve some of their anxiety and restlessness.
In addition to the circus performers,
the GPS location devices have been
e>..1:remely useful, at least for most students.
Tommy Black, a sophomore,
described his experience with the
device when attempting to locate his
advisor, "It was so accurate I found
Professor Roberts [associate professor of anthropomorphology] feeding
old cheese to the squirrels outside
Carroll Hall," he said, "yeah ... I
learned a lot about Professor Roberts
that I really didn't need to know."
For Virginia Theta, a senior, the
magic eight balls have been the best
devices to alleviate stress, "I use it all
the time," she said, holding it lovingly
and stroking it as she continued, "I
asked it if I would find a rich husband
and never have to work again and it
told me I would."
Quinn Wasserburg, a registrar
employee, knows how stressful registration can be, "We want to make sure
our kids get through this" she said,
curling her fist and pounding it on her
desk, ..it's not like we don't want them
to register."
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It is nowhere recorded

.;.just how and wherefore the name "morgue" first came to be given to the archives that newspapers keep of their
own materials. It almost certainly happened more than 100 years ago -- within a century during which the French
word, meaning "a haughty and contemptuous attitude," came to be applied (rather mysteriously) to the building in
Paris that temporarily housed the transient and unknown dead. The forgotten newsroom wordsmith who took the

word to its next stage performed a wonderful act of compression -- of poetry, really. -(Luc Sante, New York

Times)

A Morbid Highlander Halloween... as inspired by the
New York Times "Morgue" and "Obituary" archives.

November 1, 1926
Harry Houdini Dies
After Operations
DETROIT, Oct. 31.--Harry Houdini, world famous
as a magician, a defier of locks and sealed chests and
an exposer of spiritualist frauds, died here this afternoon after a week's struggle for life, in which he underwent two operations.
Death was due to peritonitis, which followed the first
operation, that for appendicitis. The second operation was performed last Friday. Like a newly discovered serum, used for the first time in Houdini's case,
it was of no avail.
The chapter of accidents which ended fatally for
the man who so often had seemed to thousands to be
cheating the very jaws of death began early in October at Albany, N. Y. On the opening night of his engagement at a theatre there a piece of apparatus used
in his "water torture cell" trick was overturned and
struck him on the foot. Houdini .c alled a physician
from the audience, had his foot examined and then
completed his performance. Afterward he went to a
hospital and had the injured foot X-rayed.
HARRY HOUDINI: A sample obituary printed for the Highlander "morgue."

The New York Times "morgue" was founded in the early 1900s, to hold clippings from each day's Times editions, and from the city's other newspapers
and magazines. "Anybody who wants to understand the 20th century should
take a look at the New York Times newspaper morgue," novelist Nicholson
Baker said.
As the "newspaper of record," the New York Times Obituary pages have for
over a century documented, in trademark narrative style, the lives and deaths
of public figures- from Susan B. Anthony, Ella Fitzgerald and Princess Diana;
to Orson Welles, E.B. White, Thomas Kuhn, Jackie Robinson, Jack Kerouac,
and Harry Houdini, just to name a few.
The H_ighlander congratulates all the winners of the Halloween decorating
contest: CPS Admissions (ALC Annex), Accounts Payable, Career
Services/Academic Internships, and The Highlander (Honorable Mention)!
Calderone, Michael. ''The Times morgue packs up and ships out." New York Observer. 28 May
2007. http://www.observer.com/ 2007/times-morgue-packs-and-ships-out.

Highlander staffers stacked past issues to fulfill the "archives" affect.
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The Regis soccer season came t o an
end Friday at the hands of Fort Lewis
College. FLC, which beat Regis 2-0,
went on to win the conference tournament against Metro State by a margin
of 3-0, their eighth RMAC Tournament
title since 1996.
Regis, which was making its first
RMAC Tournament appearance since
2002, looked bewildered from the outset. They gave up a free kick that
turned into a goal just over a minute
into the match. By halftime the
Rangers were down 2-0.
Regis had chances in the first half to
keep it close, but an oh-so-close chip
from Sam DePetro went over the crossbar, and a goal-bound shot from
Danny Terrill was blocked before it
found the net.
The Rangers wouldn't produce any
quality second half chances until
almost 20 minutes in when Sterling
Copeland missed a header that would
have pulled Regis to within one goal.
In the waning minutes Copeland
would miss another header and
Nathan Kafer would send a deep shot
wide of goal.
Despite the team's prompt exit from
the conference tournament, this sea-

son still must be considered a success.
The Rangers went 4-12-2 in 2006, only
to return in 2007 and nearly triple
their win total. They finished third in
the conference in the regular season
and ended up with an 11-7-1 record.
Now, a look back at the season, and
a look forward to next year.
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own in Friday's game against Fort Lewis. Regis, which was making their first trip to

e conference tournament in five seasons, showed their inexperience early by giving
pa second-minute goal. Kafter, wh o tied a Regis freshman record with 13 goals,
anagedjust two shots in the 2-0, season-ending defeat.

'07 would be better than '06.

-The second-to-last game of the season
against Colorado-Mines was a fun one.
There were four lead changes and
THE GOOD:
-Regis had 11 wins. Enough said. True, three ties in this overtime epic. Adding
they never threatened to win the con- to _the drama was the fact that both
ference crown, nor did they ever sneak teams were vying for third place in the
into the Top 25. But simply winning 11 conference. Unfortunately for Regis,
games is worth something coming off third place earned them the honor of
of three straight dismal seasons. From playing would-be champion Fort Lewis
2004 to 2006, Regis won just 20 in the first round of the tournament.
games.
THE BAD:
-Nathan Kafer tied the Regis record for -The team ran into a rough stretch in
goals by a freshman. Kafer finished the middle of their conference slate.
with 13 goals, which, coupled with his From Sept. 27 to Oct. 14, Regis went 1nine assists, earned him the points 4 and was outscored 4-11. The 11 goals
record for a Regis freshman. Fellow Regis gave up in this five game stretch
freshman Sterling Copeland netted were even worse considering they had
given up just six goals in nine games to
eight goals and five assists.
that point. They rebounded against
-While Fort Lewis ultimately ended some soft competition at the end of the
Regis' season, the Rangers' victory season, but this span - which included
games against Fort Lewis and Metro
over the Skyhawks back in Sept. was
the most impressive win of the season. State - proved that despite the team's
FLC was ranked No. 1 in the region at vast improvements, they still are not
the time, but Regis pitched the early- quite on par with the RMAC's elite.
season shutout and established that

-Regis' second game against Mesa
State, which ended the aforementioned rough stretch, was the worst
loss of the season. After pounding
Mesa State 5-0 at Regis, the Rangers
inexplicably blew a two-goal lead and
lost 3-2.
THE FUTURE LOOKS BRIGHT:
The Rangers should be better next
season. True, they are losing one of the
RMAC's premier keepers in Trevor
Steege, a four-year starter who will be
tough to replace. Defender Aaron
Mejia is also graduating, leaving
another void to fill in the Regis
defense.
But 38 of the team's 41 goals were
produced by returning players, as were
26 of 31 assists. Keep in mind that
Regis' two best offensive players were
just freshmen, and there is no reason
to think that the team will slump in
'08.
ETC. Nathan Kafer and Trevor Steege

made the All-RMAC First Team.
Danny Terrill and Sterling Copeland
earned All-RMAC Second Team. Kafer
also won Freshman of the Year honors.

Luck runs out for Lady Rangers
breaking manner.
Egbom scored her 13th goal of the seaThe Rangers got to this point by los- son. FLC scored again later in the half,
ing the last five games of their season, putting the Rangers in a 2-0 hole at
Just as the Colorado Rockies' luck dropping them in the standings to the halftime.
eventually came to an end, so did the number five seed in the RMAC tournaOther than those two goals, the
ment. The Rangers got a bit of help, opportunities for either team to get
season for the women's soccer team.
Unlike the Rockies, the Lady' though, with New Mexico Highlands ahead seemed to be very miniscule.
Rangers couldn't seem to make the losing a game last week, which luckily The Rangers just couldn't seem to get
most of their postseason opportunity propelled Regis into the tournament any type of momentum going to put
of getting into the RMAC tournament. despite a dismal 5-7 conference record. them in a position to score. In the secFort Lewis jumped on the Rangers ond half, there seemed to be little
The Lady Rangers fell at the hands of
the Fort Lewis Skyhawks by a score of early when in the 3th minute, magic, as the Lady Rangers only mus3-0, ending their season in a heart- Skyhawks' Freshman of the Year Sara tered three shots in the second half.

Vince Sapienza
Staff Reporter

The Skyhawks stuck the final dagger in
the Rangers as they sealed the game
with a goal in the 54th minute.
Nonetheless, no matter the outcome,
the Lady Rangers' future looks bright
with only two seniors leaving. The
team can only get better from here
with continued team chemistry and
trust building everyday. Just like the
Rockies, the end was tragic, but the
season cannot be overlooked, as it was
an impressive one.
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f:o~af:ana rnarirn~a!
Afro-Pop explodes at Regis
Marie Webb
Contributing Writer

stand on a bench to strike the keys.
Throughout the concert, the artists
danced on stage and cheered each
other on with big smiles on their faces.
The male performers wore tunics with
funky prints like black and white
zebras, and the female performers
wore eye-catching rainbow skirts.
The mood was very laid back, and
people in the audience couldn't help
but clap their hands and bob their
heads to the beat-some even danced
in the back of the room. I have never
seen more movement in the audience
or on stage at a Regis Concert. Mallets
were flying up and down in the air, and
the performers seemed contently
exhausted by the end of the night, as
sweat dripped from their foreheads.
Overall the concert was a hit, and
the band was very inspiring. During
the concert, Tobatana Marimba
opened up the floor and answered
many questions from the audience.
The most memorable question was
how the members of the band joined
together. John Leventhal (marimba)
stated the group had started 12 years
ago as a class in Boulder, CO and they
all had so much fun they decided to
make it their job.
I couldn't help but think that even
though most of the members had graying hair, they all seemed so young. My
new theory is that your hair may
change colors, and your wrinkles may
get deeper, but your music only gets
better.
Tobatana Marimba performs
throughout Colorado at festivals, parties, special events, concert series and
schools. Check out their website at
www.TobatanaMarimba.org for cool
pictures and upcoming appearances.

Berkeley Community Church, the
temporary headquarters for the Music
Program at Regis, was transformed
into a tropical paradise last Tuesday
night, October 30.
The Music Program hosted their
most refreshing concert yet featuring
Tobatana Marimba. The band, comprised of five marimba players and a
drummer, were joined by three special
guests: Mary McHenry on vocals,
Dexter Payne performing on the alto
saxophone and flute, and John Galm
(a professor at Regis University) playing the steel drums.
According to the program, Tobatana
Marimba is an Afro-pop marimba
ensemble playing traditional and contemporary music from Zimbabwe and
South Africa. Like many readers, you
might be wondering what a marimba
is. A marimba resembles a xylophone
and is a member of the percussion
family. The sound is created by striking mallets on pieces of wood that are
set up like the keys on a piano keyboard. The instrument, which may
look complicated, only has two keys, C
andG.
John Leventhal, a band member,
explained that the long diagonal tubes
underneath the keys were simply PVC
pipes. In earlier days, people used
gourds instead of PVC pipes to resonate the sound produced by the
instrument, Leventhal added.
A total of five marimbas were on the
stage, with each producing a different
pitch. The soprano makes the highest,
next the tenor, third the baritone and
the lowest pitch by the two bass
marimbas. They ranged in a variety of
sizes, the largest being an eight foot Marie Webb is a student in Dr. Mark
long and a five foot tall marimba. It Davenport's FAG music course.
was so big that the performer had to

BY JEN JANES & JACQUELINE KHAROUF
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(Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Registration will not
go well for you this
week when, despite
being a philosophy
major and having no idea how to balance your checkbook, you find yourself, though the twists and turns that
are the essence of this yearly practice,
first in line for Advanced Accounting.

•

(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
In your struggle to
defy your normal personality and be diplomatic this week, you
will keep telling yourself that you can
catch more flies with honey than with
vinegar. However, your efforts will
prove to all be for naught when you
finally take a good long look in the
mirror and say, "Wait! Why the%$#
would I want to catch flies in the first
place?" And then the universe will,
once more, be in balance.

Pisces

>< 1)f'b
~~~~

(Feb. 19-Mar. 20)

They say that a penny
saved is a penny
earned, but this week
the stars would like to
emind you that you have to actually
money first in order to save it.
at's right. Get a job.

Aries
(Mar. 21-April 19)
While you have
always successfully
~~~~~ explained away your
foibles as the typical
ehavior of an Aries, you will find out
is week that the faculty are rarely, if
ver, impressed by your dismissive
mment, "Well, I'm an Aries" in
esponse to why you wrote a philosohy paper on how much you love

(April 20-May 20)

Last Thursday was the first ever Regis University "Str~ngman Competitio_n."
Two representatives from each residence hall competed m event~ such as ~cycle races, hula hooping, and trying to break eggs on other people s ~eads with a
pool noodle. The competition was fierce, but in the end, the Ignatian Village
was crowned 2007 Strongman Champions.
.
.
For this week's Thrill, we will be renting out a movie theater for th~ nudnight premier of Fred Claus. The first 200 people _to sho~ up at parking lot 3
will get free tickets for the movie. Students can drive or nde the bus, but the!
must get the tickets at school before they go to the theater. Students can begm
to line up at 11pm.

-

.(.ano:r

Your love of cats will
turn dangerous this
week when you suddenly learn that you
e allergic to them. Please, the stars
plore you, do not ignore this warng and try to talk to that cute guy in
e library with your swollen face covred in purple splotches.

Gemini

4

(May 21-June 21)

Order is the basis of
your life. But this
week bodes not well
""'
~
for you, for, through a
ruel twist of fate, you will find yourelf in the mosh pit of a Nine Inch
ails concert with no planner or for.dable three-ring binder to tell you
hat to do next.

Cancer
(June 22-July 22)

Sometimes life just
isn't fair. You will
come to understand
the profound truth in this statement
more than ever, this week, when you
find you cannot register for classes
because someone forgot to pay your
tuition.

Aquarius ·

~

:u: &!natl

-

Capricorn

,. .c...,1 ..

Taurus

Brett Stakelin
Photography Editor

e~

Well, well, you're finally old enough to consume alcohol...let's see,
how will you celebrate? Not by drinking orange juice, I bet. Ah
well, at least when the cop stops you while walking home tonight,
you won't have to answer for your fake ID.

apoleon Dynamite.

Two competitors challenge for the first ever Regis Strongman trophy.

-

Today's birthday

THURSDAY THRILLS UPDATE
STRONGMAN COMPETITION
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Leo
(July 23-Aug. 22)

In your lifelong pursuit of setting obscure
world records, you
will attempt one
record that you just can't beat. Who
knew running until you puke would
be accomplished in such a short distance?

Virgo
(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Play the lottery this
week-you might get
lucky (then again, you
might also get struck
by lightning on the way to the grocery
store where you will purchase the
winning ticket. Now that would be
really lucky!)

Libra
(Sept. 23-0ct. 23)
Although you've never
had a knack for finishing your work correctly (or on time),
you will suddenly discover that
answers (or anything that requires
hard work and determination) can be
easily obtained depending on how
much you are willing to demean yourself. In other words, you can use your
Halloween costume all year round.

Scorpio
(Oct. 24-Nov. 21)
Your nostalgia for all things Christmas
will be encouraged this week when
you find yourself renting "The Polar
Express" for the 40th time in the past
three months. And as your significant
other pats you on the shoulder, tears
streaming down your face, you will
suddenly realize "You need to get out
more" is such an inadequate phrase
when applied to someone your age.

Sagittarius
(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Building the house of your dreams
will be postponed this week when an
unfortunate accident leaves you partially deaf. Isn't it funny that when
you hear someone yell "Duck!" instead
of adjusting your height, you look
around for your favorite animal and
feel the shattering collision of your
eardrum and a large swinging beam?

..
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COMMUNITY/CAMPUS EVENTS
brance for the entire Regis
community. We will spend time
in prayer and song and celebrate the lives of those who
have gone before us. Has someone close to you died this year?
Would you like to remember a
friend or mentor who passed
away many years ago?

November6
Brown Bag Discussion

I

This weeks discussion, "Native
Identity
&
American
Stereotypes Today," will be
facilitated by Darius Smith,
Director of the Denver AntiDiscrimination Office within
the City and County of Denver's
Agency for Human Rights &
Community Relations and the
American Indian Liaison to the
Mayor and the City and County
of Denver. Come from 12 p.m.
to 2 p.m. in the Regis Room.
Bring your lunches! Drinks and
cookies will be served. All are
welcome to attend! This brown
bag discussion is sponsored by
by the Office of Diversity.

Kiss & Tell in Main Hall
Join the Peer Ministers,
University Ministry and the
staff from the Office of
Counseling& Personal
Development for an informal
discussion on how to improve
your friendships and dating
relationships through communication and personal values
exploration. This will take place
6 p.m. through 8 p.m. in Main

You are invited to write their
name in the book of remembrance which will be in the
chapel narthex for the month of
November. Join us in the St.
John Francis Regis Chapel at
11:30AM.

Chart of Accounts Q&A
The Administrative Accounting
Department will be hosting an
open house to answer any questions and offer assistance to
help make the Chart of
Accounts Conversion run
smoothly. Feel free to drop by
in Main Hall, Room 306 from 2
p.m. through 3:30 p.m. Please
contact the following individuals with questions: Patrick
Flannery @ x3640, Marina
Shevyakova @ x3646, or Cherie
Wheeler@ X4249.

Hall 333. Pizza wi11 be provid-

ed.

Novembers

November7

Twighlight
Retreat

Friendship

This evening retreat is a time of
The All Campus Memorial is an prayer, quiet reflection, converinterfaith service of remem- sation and support for all in the

All Campus Memorial

Regis community, particularly
those who are gay or lesbian.
We gather to pray, build friendships and commit ourselves to
making this a safe and respectful campus for all. All human
beings need to be nourished at
many different levels simultaneously. This includes friendship, which is a way of loving
and is essential to healthy
human development. Please
register for this retreat by
November 6 so we have an
accurate count for dinner. Call
UM 303-458-4153 or univmin@regis.edu

November9
Somaly Mam against Sex
Trade
Be informed and inspired by
Somaly Mam, a woman who
endured the atrocities of sexual
slavery. Mam, in h~pes of raising awareness of the issue,
inspired The Somaly Mam
Foundation, an non-profit
organization combating global
sex trade. Mam will speak at 7
p.m. To get tickets, contact
Amber
Kassis
at
kassi439@regis.edu or Taylor

ance amidst this busy time of
year. The retreat will take place
in High Peaks Camp near Estes
Park, led by Fr. Hung Pham.
The cost is only $60, which
includes all food and lodging.
Contact Fr. Hung Pham for
more information, or to sign
up, at htpham@regis.edu.

November12
Dinner & Dialogue
The Leadership Program will
host its next dinner and dialogue event of the year. Father
Hung Pham will talk about his
journey through spirituality
and leadership within the community as a Vietnamese
American. The location will be
in the Regis Room of Carroll
Hall from 6 p.m. through 7:30
p.m. We will order Asian cuisine, so if anyone attending has
suggestions or requests, feel
free to contact Dan Van der
Vieren at vande165@regis.edu
before Friday, November 9th.

Lunch with nationally
acclaimed poet Susan
King

All are welcome to join Susan
King, author of "One Breasted
Davis at davio54@regis.edu.
Woman," for lunch in the
Mountain View Room from
November 9-11
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
Kairos XVIII Retreat
Reservations are needed, so
Stressed? Overwhelmed? Or please contact Peggy Dawson at
just need some time away? pdawson@regis.edu. Deadline
Kairos is a well-deserved break for RSVPs is November 2.
for students looking for guid-
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